STARS IN STYLE
Intro
A quick lineup of the items that will be shown in this episode.
It-Girl
A look at a fashionable it-girl. An expert tells us why the she is an it-girl and we give
examples of red-carpet looks.
Fashion Trend
We look at a current trend in fashion, with examples of stars who wore it best. Think
of the retro look, jumpsuits, cutout dresses, etcetera.
New Kid on the Block
We look at the fashion sense of an up-and-coming celebrity and look at why this new
kid is the next it-girl.
Hair Tips
An expert gives tips on how to wear your hair a certain way. Each episode, we talk
about a different trend and give examples of stars who wear it best.
Red Carpet Watch
We zoom in on a certain style or accessories we see the stars rock on the red
carpet. Glasses, statement jewelry, pocketed dresses. Of course, we also look at
who wore it best.
Fashion Advice
Our expert gives advice on what to wear, and what not to wear to a certain occasion.
Going to a festival, a job interview, on a date? We give you the do's and don'ts.
- BREAK Celebrity Lifestyle
A special report on anything to do with the lifestyle of the celebrities. The stars and
their stylists, sporting with the stars, special diets the celebrities follow… We tell you
all about it!
Hot Guy
We zoom in on a hot male celebrity and give you all the ins and outs of his life and
fashion sense.
Must have
With our expert, we look at fashion items you definitely have to have in your closet.
Of course we tell you why and in what shape or size you can buy them!
Fashion Confession
Our favorite celebrities share their own fashion confession with us! A fashion
mistake, a glamourous anecdote and what they like to wear when they are at home,
you'll find out all about it in the fashion confession.

